Dadi Janki – 5 May 2019 – GCH, London
The sanskars for the kingdom are being created now
Firstly, we say Om shanti three times because there is such magic in Baba’s Murli.
What magic? The Hall is full. Everyone says: Wah Baba, Wah! The question “why”
is not asked. Baba has spoken to us as if He’s speaking to us in our ear and those
things stay with us constantly. We are knowledgeable souls and it is visible that
Baba has made us belong to Him.
Hansaben: Dadi, tell us about Dadi Gange. All the Dadis were your friends.
Both Dadi Gange and Dadi Manohar used to sparkle. Dadi Gange had her own
special part to play.
Dadi remembered the song: Baba, You have made us belong to You and taught us
how to smile. This song brings a smile to everyone’s face. Nothing is difficult.
Situations come and go and I simply smile. It is easy isn’t it? This is Raja Yoga –
the kingdom comes later but the sanskars for the kingdom are being created now.
Hansaben: Dadi, you used to sing the song: “Come back, my friend, my song is
calling you. My heart is calling you,” when you were calling Dadi Gulzar in your
mind.
Dadi would be sitting here and be calling Dadi Gulzar with this song. Baba was
remembering those souls who had left in the beggary part. Baba used to remember
them and call them back with this song (which continues) …My soul has become
empty, sad… My song is calling you back. Dadi Gulzar has always been in the flying
stage. Are we calling Dadi (Gulzar?) from the subtle region to here? Dadi (Gulzar)
remains beyond.
Another song Dadi is remembering is: “Someone is pulling me, having thrown the
line of love to me”.
Since yesterday, Baba has used this heart, mind and drishti (dil, dimarg, drishti) to
do service through them in the sense that the heart is honest, the mind and brain
are cool and the vision is filled with great happiness and gives happiness. Seeing
the self, seeing one another, no one’s defects can be seen. They are not visible
because the soul only sees the virtues in each one and with this pure bhavna, these
pure feelings, sees each one with the stage of ascent and the flying stage.
These 5 fingers are not all the same and each one has its own speciality and each
one of Baba’s children is unique and special and when we see the specialities of
one another there is a sparkle on the face; otherwise there is grumpiness. There is
no other finger like the thumb. It is a big finger but when joined with the forefinger
(Dadi held her thumb and forefinger together) it demonstrates easy Raja Yoga.
We say: Toli, boli (words) and become holy. We are holy because we are God’s
children. Always be in the gathering. Always say: Haji.

Hansaben: Dadi, guests have come from many different countries.
Yes, there is an attraction to come to Global House. This house has been built with
the co-operation of everyone - there has been very good unity. No matter where
you may be living, everyone comes running in the morning to be present in class.
(Guests from abroad were invited to come to the front and receive special drishti
from Dadi.)
Jayantiben: Dadi, seeing all these brothers and sisters do you have some thought?
Baba has made us belong to Him and taught us how to smile. Baba says: Child, you
have received such a gift from Baba and from everyone that this gift is like a lift.
You sit in the lift, you put your feet in the lift and you see one another and you go up
above.
I am sitting here and yet, like birds, we are all flying together because we have been
in this land. We used to ask: “Who am I and who is Mine?” But now our vision has
gone up above. I am a soul and mine is the Supreme Soul. Our language is such
that we are able to forget anything that is of no use.
Dadi remembered the song: “Fly away bird”, because it is the time for everyone’s
flying stage, the stage of ascent. It is Baba’s work and our work. Om shanti.

